All Things Atlantis

a pocket guide for resort guests
An experience that lasts a lifetime.

Jump in and join the fun with one of the most playful animals on Earth – the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin. Our incredible dolphin habitat is one of the largest of its kind in the world.

quick tips...

- Wetsuits, mask and snorkel are provided.
- Your interaction includes all-day access to Dolphin Cay's private beach.
- Photos of your interaction will be available for purchase in the Dolphin Cay Gift Shop.
- Complimentary lockers are provided to store your personal belongings.
- If you already have a Dolphin Cay experience booked, ask about our special upgrade offers.

Shallow Water Interaction
Enjoy a memorable adventure as you splash, touch, and get to know your new dolphin friend. For all ages. Free for kids 3 and under; if accompanied by a paying adult. Proof of age required.

Deep Water Swim
Swim freestyle alongside a dolphin with a mask and snorkel. Then feel the incredible rush as a dolphin propels you across the lagoon in our thrilling "foot push." Must be at least 6 years old.

Beach Pass
Enjoy a secluded beach at Dolphin Cay as dolphins play just a few feet away. Complimentary non-alcoholic beverages included.

NEW & IMPROVED
Sea Lion Interaction
Make a new friend as you share the water with a playful sea lion. Take a tour of our marine habitat and rescue center, and pose for a photo with these captivating marine animals. For all ages.

To reserve your one-of-a-kind interaction:
CALL EXT. 41
or stop by any Atlantis Adventures Location.
quick tips...

- A swimsuit must be worn and water shoes will be provided for all marine experiences.

- Snorkeling participants must be competent swimmers.

- Guests can participate in complimentary stingray and sea turtle feedings Tuesday-Sunday at Hibiscus and Stingray Lagoons.

- Download the free Atlantis App for on-the-go information for all marine programs and exhibits.

Junior Ultimate Trainer for a Day
Young marine enthusiasts hand-feed, train and interact with dolphins, sea lions, turtles and birds in this 4-hour program. Plus tour our animal hospital. For kids 6-10 years old.

Ultimate Trainer for a Day
For the ultimate, marine experience, sign up for this 7-hour program. Feed, train, care for and interact with dolphins, sea lions, stingrays and even nurse sharks. Plus tour our animal hospital. Must be at least 10 years old.

Snorkel The Ruins
An underwater exploration through the sunken ruins of the Lost City of Atlantis. Snorkel among thousands of tropical fish, impressive sharks and giant rays. Must be at least 8 years old.

Sea Squirts.
For all the little Aquarist helpers.

Kids ages 3-6 can enjoy an hour-long program of fun, marine-themed activities and the thrill of hand-feeding baby sharks, stingrays and other fish.

Stingray Experience
A sensational experience that allows you to touch and hand-feed hundreds of rays and then snorkel with these gentle animals and other tropical fish. Must be at least 5 years old.

To schedule an incredible up-close experience, CALL EXT. 41 or sign up at Dolphin Cay or any Atlantis Adventures Location.
Worlds of wonder.

Atlantis is home to more than 50,000 amazing marine animals from over 200 different species.

Mayan Temple Lagoon
Experience two incredible views of sharks - from the surrounding deck and windows or from an exhilarating water slide through a clear tunnel.

Seagrapes Lagoon
See a brilliant display of colorful reef fish and graceful rays in this magnificent 500,000-gallon lagoon.

The Dig and Ruins Lagoon
View over 20,000 marine animals in this 2.7 million gallon exhibit, part of the largest open-air marine habitat in the world. Complimentary self-guided tour maps available at any Discover Atlantis location.

Hibiscus Lagoon
Watch native green sea turtles in their tropical home. Then enjoy feeding them during specific times of the day.*

Stingray Lagoon
Get an up-close look at southern stingrays in this shallow, sandy lagoon.

Predator Lagoon
Come face-to-face with sharks, barracudas, rays, sawfish and other imposing predators as you walk through a 100-foot, clear, underwater tunnel.

*For a list of feeding times, please refer to the DAILY ATLANTEAN.
Non-stop water.
Non-stop fun.

Aquaventure is one of the world’s largest and most amazing water parks with 141 acres of excitement. Experience the thrills of a mile-long river adventure, 9 screaming-fast water slides and over 20 million gallons of water fun. Plus, it’s free for all Atlantis guests.

Quick tips...

- Please wear sandals or water shoes on the pathways, as they can get very hot.
- Wristbands are required and can be obtained at any outdoor towel hut.
- You must be at least 48” tall to ride most water slides.
- Life jackets are provided free of charge and are required for all persons under 48” tall on The Current and The Rapids.
- Please use your in-room safe or a rental locker at the Hospitality Center. Aquaventure is CASHLESS. You may use your room key or credit card as payment.

The Power Tower

The Mayan Temple
A towering temple with 5 daring slides of its own: The Leap of Faith, Serpent, Jungle and 2 Challenger Slides.

The Current and Rapids
This mile-long river journey serves up waves, rapids, tunnels and other surprises.

Splashers and Ripples
Enjoy soaking and splashing areas with slides, nets and bridges designed just for kids.

Aquaventure Private Cabanas
Enjoy exclusive poolside or riverside access and personal guest services host, as well as a private changing area, personal safe and refrigerator. To reserve your cabana, dial extension 41, visit any Atlantis Adventures Location or Cabana Kiosk in Aquaventure.
quick tips...

- Proof of age is required on initial visit to Atlantis Kids Adventures, Club Rush and CRUSH nightclub.

- Children must be diaper and pull-up free for Atlantis Kids Adventures.

- Enjoy complimentary movies in the Atlantis Theatre. Check your dailyAtlantean for movie times.

- The Library at Atlantis offers a wide selection of books, board games and 15 minutes of free Wi-Fi access per day.

CRUSH.
The ultimate teen night club.

Introducing the newest destination for today's global teens 13-17, CRUSH. An upscale nightclub with a spectacular dance floor, cutting-edge gaming and Internet lounges. CRUSH features a 360-degree gaming stadium, live DJ and touch screen Internet access. It's the ultra-lounge for savvy teens. And now with special hours just for tweens 9-13!

Atlantis Kids Adventures
From the coolest gaming to a state-of-the-art kid's kitchen, it's all here! Morning, Afternoon and Evening Adventures are available For kids 3-12 years old.
Feeling creative? Paint your own pottery, create art with glass fusing or craft an Atlantis scrapbook and take home a lasting memory.

**Atlantis Speedway**
Build your own car and test your driving skills on our adrenaline pumpin’ course.

**Atlantis Pals**
Choose from a selection of animals like turtles, flamingos and bears to be hand-stuffed and hugged.

**Climber’s Rush**
Climb to your heart’s content with the latest in surfaces and challenges, from a one-time climb to a full hour of instruction. *Must be at least 6 years old.*

Please refer to your **DAILY ATLANTEAN** for hours of operation for all Kids Activities.
quick tips...

- Callaway Golf Clubs can be rented in the Pro Shop, 2 sleeves of Callaway Golf Balls are included.
- Please arrive 30 minutes prior to your tee time. Allow ample time as the Atlantis shuttle times can vary.
- We recommend booking your spa appointments at the start of your stay, as space is limited.
- The Fitness Center features the latest cardio and strength training equipment, yoga and Pilates classes, and a lap pool.

The ultimate recreation. And relaxation.

Enjoy the spectacular views and meticulous greens and fairways of the Ocean Club, an 18-hole championship course designed by Tom Weiskopf.

Full-Service Salon
Our full-service beauty salon offers treatments by experts to condition and beautify your hair, hands and feet. We feature state-of-the-art pedicure thrones, a social manicure bar and hair extensions.

Massage & Body Therapy
Indulge in a Couples Massage or Aroma Stone Therapy and enjoy the healing power of minerals combined with our expert touch.

Facials
Experience the ultimate in skin therapy through specialized massage techniques combined with formulations that restore skin radiance.

Generation Y Spa
This outstanding teen program lets families delight in the spa together. Included are manicure and pedicure rooms, a facial consultation area and master stylist.

To reserve spa treatments, CALL EXT. 6900.
To reserve a tee time, CALL EXT. 64565 with a major credit card.
quick tips...

- The best seating availability is 8:30 pm and later. We recommend making reservations for the length of your stay upon arrival.

- If you have special dietary needs, please call Restaurant Reservations and ask for a supervisor.

- Nobu and Casa D'Angelo accept reservations for children of all ages during early seating times. Age restrictions apply during later seating times.

World-Class Chefs
Savor rustic Mediterranean fare at Todd English's Olives, exotic Japanese offerings at Nobu, and exquisite French creations from Jean-Georges Vongerichten at Café Martinique.

Relaxed Dining
Enjoy a variety of casual and flavorful dishes, including Italian and Bahamian entrees, seafood, steaks and sandwiches.

Express Dining
Choose from several fast, family favorites including burgers, hot dogs and the best pizza on the island or grab coffee, juice, ice cream and other treats to go.

Olives. An amazing dining adventure.
Experience Chef Todd English’s famed Olives restaurant, featuring his signature open kitchen and Mediterranean cuisine, providing social and interactive dining.

Virgil’s BBQ
Enjoy authentic slow-smoked hickory barbeque, served with home-style sides in a family style, casual setting. The place to go for a touch of the American South.

For reservations at any of our outstanding restaurants, CALL EXT. 29 from any resort phone.
quick tips...

- The Atlantis Baby Store has signature items for newborns and toddlers.
- Young, hip fashions are available in the Atlantis Signatures Store in Crystal Court.
- Traditional polos from Greg Norman, cover ups, accessories and much more can be found in the Royal Towers Atlantis Signatures Store.
- The Atlantis Signatures Outlet Store, located in the Beach Tower, features discounted end-of-season merchandise.

One more way to find paradise.

Atlantis’ unique blend of elegance and excitement is also found in its incredible shopping. From European fashions to Caribbean creations, a world of styles and experiences is waiting. All duty-free.

Escape at The Cove
The most luxurious boutique in the Caribbean offers jewelry, fashion and glamorous home accessories.

Crystal Court
This elegant indoor court between the Coral and Royal Towers features top international names in haute couture.

Marina Village
Stroll through this vibrant outdoor market, with over 18 colorful shops with everything from beach and casual wear to fine art and jewelry.

Atlantis Kids Shop
Whether it’s apparel, accessories, swimwear or toys, Atlantis Kids has it all. Kids' merchandise can also be found at The Dig, Dolphin Cay and Marina Village shops.

For details and locations on all of your Atlantis shopping options, please refer to the RESORT MAP.
**quick tips...**

► Check out the Las Vegas-style Atlantis Race & Sports Book powered by CG Technologies, with a 500 sq. ft. LED video wall.

► Download the Atlantis Mobile Casino and Cantor Sports App to enjoy casino games and sports wagering on your mobile device.

► Visit Casino Guest Services or call extension 33 for information on exciting tournaments and events.

---

**The place to play.**

**Day and night.**

Atlantis Casino is the grandest in the Caribbean and the place to see and be seen. You’ll find the surroundings as colorful as the action. The fun continues right upstairs at the electrifying Aura or in any of the Atlantis bars and restaurants.

---

**World-Class Gaming**
The fun never ends with over 100 gaming tables featuring Blackjack, Craps, Roulette, Let It Ride, Caribbean Stud Poker, and over 750 of the newest slot machines.

**Joker’s Wild**
Spend a sidesplitting night with today’s most popular comics, including some of your television favorites, at this lively comedy club between Beach and Coral Towers.

**Other Hot Spots**
In addition to Aura, you’ll find other popular nightspots throughout the resort, including Nobu, Dragons, Sea Glass, Plato’s, the Coral Lounge and The Moon Club.

---

**Aura**
The hottest nightclub in the Bahamas features a sunken dance floor, exclusive VIP areas and pulse-pounding excitement.

For an electrifying night at the fabulous Aura, reserve your VIP table at EXT. 65734.
ACTIVITIES
The Atlantis newsletter is available in your tower lobby or at the elevator entrances. It features a listing of daily resort activities, a movie schedule and operating times for places around the resort. You can also pick up a copy at any Maps & Information Desk, Guest Services Desk or Towel Hut.

AQUAVENTURE
A) Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult.
B) Wristbands are required for access to the waterpark, slides, rides, and pools and can be obtained at any outdoor towel hut.
C) Diaper-aged children must wear swim diapers, which can be purchased at the outdoor retail huts.
D) Aquaventure is completely cashless; your room key or credit card is all you need.

CALLING CARDS
Place unlimited local calls from your guest room as part of your daily Resort Fee. Calling cards may be purchased at the Atlantis Casino entrance by Crystal Court. Please note “BTC” phone cards can only be used at pay phones and “Hello” cards can be used at pay phones and guest rooms.

FITNESS CENTER
The Fitness Center features state-of-the-art cardio equipment, free weights, Pilates, cycling, personal training and group classes. Access for up to two guests per room each day is included in your daily Resort Fee.

INTERNET
Wi-Fi is available in your guestroom and each hotel lobby on up to 4 devices as part of your daily Resort Fee.

SHUTTLE SERVICE
Complimentary Atlantis shuttles are available at each tower entrance for all Atlantis guests. Please visit the valet desk in your tower for assistance.

TRANSIT LOUNGE
Transit Lounges with shower facilities and lockers are available for guests whose rooms are not ready yet or for those who have checked out. Lounges are located at the Hospitality Cavern outside of the Beach Tower, the East Tower ground floor of Royal Towers and the ground floor of The Cove and The Reef.

DEPARTURE DAY CHARGES
On your departure day, your key card gives you continued access to the facilities on property. No further charges can be applied to the room. Gift Cards are available at any Atlantis Signature Store and can be used at all of our cashless outlets.

FLIGHT HOME
Flight and transfer confirmation can be done at any Guest Services Desk in each tower lobby. Please note: Boarding passes for international travel must be issued at the Nassau International Airport. Boarding passes for Domestic travel within the United States may be printed in the Atlantis Library and will be honored at the US airport.

DINING
A) Many Atlantis venues accept room key or credit card charges only.
B) Dinner reservations should be made at the beginning of your stay to ensure you are able to dine in your preferred restaurants.
C) Reservations are not necessary for breakfast or lunch.

DINING GUIDE
Pricing:
$ - $25 & Under
$25 - $40
$40 - $60
$60 - $80
$80 - $100

Pricing indicates an average meal price per person, and is subject to change without notice.

Location:
CA = Casino
CT = Coral Towers
BT = Beach Tower
HR = Harborside
MV = Marina Village
MW = Marina Waterfront
GC = Golf Course
RT = Royal Towers
TC = The Cove
TR = The Reef

CELEBRITY CHEFS
Café Martinique - Jean Georges Vongerichten - French $$$$$ CA
Nobu - Nobu Matsuhisa - Japanese/Sushi $$$$$ CA
Olives - Todd English - Mediterranean $$$$$ CA

FINE DINING
Bahamian Club - Steaks/Seafood $$$$$ CA
Casa D’Angelo - Italian $$$$$ CT
Chop Stix - Asian Fusion $$$$$ CT
Clubhouse - Continental $$$$$ GC
Seafire Steakhouse - Steaks/Seafood $$$$$ MV

CASUAL DINING
Bimini Road - Bahamian Favorites $$$ MV
Carmine’s - Family Style Italian $$$ MV
Johnny Rockets - Burgers and Shakes $$$ MV
Lagoon Bar & Grill - Salads and Sandwiches $$$ CT
Murray’s Deli - Dinner/Deli Fare $$$ CT
The Point Restaurant and Bar - Steaks, Chicken and Seafood $$$ HR
Virgil’s BBQ - Family-Style BBQ $$$ CT

BUFFET DINING
Café at The Great Hall of Waters - International Fare $$$ $$$ CT
Mosaic - Mediterranean-Influenced Fare $$$ $$$ TC
Seagrapes - International Fare $$$ $$$ BT

AQUAVENTURE DINING
Beach Bites - Wraps and Salads $$$ TC
Brats & Balls - Bratwurst and Meatballs $$$ CT
Breakwater’s Bar & Grill - Burgers, Sandwiches and Salads $$$ TC
Cascades Grill - Burgers, Sandwiches and Salads $$$ TC
Cave Bar & Grill - Burgers, Hot Dogs and Salads $$$ BT
Dive In - Burgers, Hot Dogs and Pizza $$$ RT
Mayan Hut - Healthy Wraps and Snacks $$$ RT
Tides - Bahamian Fare $$$ RT
Riverbend Café - Pizza, Wraps and Salads $$$ RT
Shark Bites Bar & Grill and Shark Bites Express - Burgers and Sandwiches $$$ RT
Splashers Snacks - Pizza, Sandwiches and Kids’ Meals $$$ BT
Starbucks - Coffee, Iced Beverages $$$ RT

OTHER QUICK DINING
Ben & Jerry’s - Ice Cream $$$ MV
Blu Pool Cart - Burgers, Sandwiches and Salads $$$ CT
Coral Lounge (seasonal) - Continental Breakfast $$$ CT
Luncheria Pizzeria - Pizza, Salad and Sushi $$$ MW
Murray’s To Go - Deli Sandwiches $$$ $$$ CT
Quincys - Hot Subs, Soups and Salads $$$ MV
Starbucks - Coffee $$$ CT, MV and TR
Yogurt’s (seasonal) - Pastries, Sandwiches and Fruit $$$ BT
Zero Entry Cart - Burgers, Salads and Ice Cream $$$ RT
Help us shape a brighter future for Bahamian marine life.

Atlantis Blue Project is dedicated to saving rare and endangered marine species and their extraordinary habitats in The Bahamas and surrounding Caribbean seas. Ongoing preservation efforts include funding scientific research and community outreach as well as conservation and education programs.

Let's band together.

Show your support. Make a tax-deductible donation to Atlantis Blue Project and you can help us protect The Bahamas’ threatened habitats. Donate at any Atlantis Adventures Desk, Dolphin Cay or Atlantis Signatures Shop. Or visit BlueProjectAtlantis.org.

Take an unforgettable Blue Adventure.

Dive in and discover the deep blue waters that surround Atlantis. Whether you Walk with the Sharks or choose a Snorkel, Scuba or Snuba Adventure, you’ll find it incredible and memorable. To schedule an adventure of your own, call a Blue Adventures Center at extension 40.

Atlantis is proud to be accredited by:

[Logos of Alliance of Marine & Freshwater Aquariums and IMATA]